' web: http://www.nt.tuwien.ac.aUdspgroup/time.html ABSTRACT It is known that suboptimal (equalization-based and nulling-andcancelling) detectors for MlMO spatia18multiplexing systems cannot exploit all of the available diversity. Motivated by the insight that this behavior is mainly caused by poorly conditioned channel realizations, we propose the line-search detector (LSD) that is robust to poorly conditioned channels. The LSD uses a I-D nearest neighbor search along the least significant singular vector of the channel matrix. lt exhibits near-ML performance and has significantly lower complexity than the sphere-decoding algorithm for ML detection.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the diversity offered by multiple-inputlmultiple-output (MIMO) fading channels cannot he fully exploited by suboptimal (i.e., linear equalization and nulling-and-cancelling) detectors [I] . Maximum-likelihood (ML) detection exploits all of the available diversity but is computationally intensive. Thus, there is a strong demand for computationally efficient suboptimal detectors that can exploit a large part of the available diversity.
In this paper, we propose the novel line-search detector (LSD) for spatial multiplexing systems. The LSD minimizes the ML distance criterion over a reduced set of data vectors that is found through a I-D nearest neighbor search along a straight line that is parallel to the least significant right singular vector of the channel matrix. This is motivated by the observation that the inferior average performance of standard suboptimal detectors is mainly caused by channel realizations with only one very small singular value.
Our paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section, we describe thc system model and briefly review existing detection schemes. The l-D nearest neighbor approach is discussed in Section 2, and the resulting LSD algorithm is described in Section 3. Finally, simulation results are presented in Section 4. SYSTEM MODEL. We consider an (MT:MR) MlMO channel (i.e.. there are MT transmit antennas and M R 2 M receive antennas), and a spatial multiplexing system such as V-%LAST [I] . At each time instant, the baseband system model is given by followed by quantization and nulling-and-cancelling (or decisionfeedback) detection [I] . In linear equalization based schemes, the detected data vector is a = Q(y} with y = Gr, where e{.} denotes componentwise quantization according to the symbol alphabet. The zero-Corcing (ZF) equalizer is given by G = (HHH)-IHH (assuming that H has full rank), while the minimum mean-square error (MMSE)equalizerisgivenbyG = ( H H H + (~~. / o~) I ) -I H H [21. In contrast to linear equalization schemes, where all layers are detected jointly, nulling and cancelling (NC) uses a serial decisionfeedback approach to detect each layer separately. NC is based on the ZF or MMSE approach [I] : the corresponding detectors will he referred to as NC-ZF and NC-MMSE, respectively.
Finally, ML detection [3,4] yields minimum error probability for equally likely data vectors. The ML detector is given by
with B the set of data vectors. In general, the computational complexity of ML detection grows exponentially with MT. Using the Finke-Phost sphere-decoding algorithm [4], ML detection can be achieved at an overage complexity of roughly U(.@) (51.
THE 1-D NEAREST NEIGHBOR APPROACH
The LSD is motivated by the effect of "bad" (poorly conditioned) channel realizations on equalization-based detection. In what follows, we will use the singular value decomposition (SVD) H = UCVH, where the diagonal matrix C contains the singular values am of H (indexed in nonincreasing order) and the columns of U and V are the left and right singular vectors of H, respectively [6]. The condition number cH = ol/oMT is the ratio of the largest and smallest singular values: it is large for a had channel.
Detector Performance for Bad Channels
As is well known, for cH = I ZF and ML detection are equivalent hut for growing cH suboptimal detectors perform much worse than ML detection (e.g., [7] ). We will study this behavior in the "ZF- The contour surfaces of the probability density function (pdn of w are hyperellipsoids whose mth principal axis is given by the mth eigenvector v, of R , , with its length proportional to oW/om 181. Thus, ZF equalization results in a distortion of the noise pdf relative to the spherical pdf geometry of w. For illustration, Fig. 1 shows the pdf of yzF for a "good" and a "bad" realization of a real-valued (2,2) channel and BPSK modulation. Also shown are the ZF decision regions (the four quadrants) and the ML decision regions (indicated by dash-dotted lines). For the good channel, the Z F and ML decision regions are similar. For the bad channel, however, they are very different. In particular, two of the boundary lines separating the ML decision regions have an offset perpendicular to the dominant principal noise axis vMT; such an offset cannot be obtained with any linear scheme. We note that also the decision regions of the MMSE and NC schemes are not completely adapted to the distorted pdf of iu, although they are better than the ZF decision regions.
ML Detection for an Idealized Bad Channel Model
Experiments indicate that for a bad channel, the largest ZF-domain noise component (whose variance is the largest eigenvalue of R,, 0 ; / 6 ,~, and whose direction is given by v tends to dominate all the other noise components. Hence, this dominant noise component causes the main p m of the bad channel effects that plague linear and NC detection. Accordingly, we will approximate a bad channel H = UEVH by an idealized had channel model (IBCM) U%VH for which the smallest singular value is zero and the remaining singular values equal the largest singular value of H: aMC = 0 and 8, = a2 = . . . = 6MT-l = 6,. Thus, the singular vectors vm of H are maintained but the principal-axis noise variances are modified. By the IBCM approximation, the hyperellipsoids constituting the contour surfaces of the pdf of w are approximated by hypercylinders of infinite length whose axis is the dominant noise axis vFr. This is motivated by our desire to make the decision regions invariant to components in the direction of v We now consider ML detection for the IBCM (to be termed IML detection). In the ZF domain, ( I ) can be equivalently written as
Using the IBCM approximation. we have HHH + H"H = ufPhT, with PhTA I -vMTv& denoting the orthogonal projector on the space orthogonal to v,,,,. and thus (2) becomes
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For a geometrical interpretation of this IML decision Nk, let us define the reference line .%? as the straight line that is parallel to the dominant noise axis vMT and whose offset from the origin is yzF: The LSD is based on the fact (cf. Theorem I ) that these points can be found in 9, and thus the search for 8 can be restricted to 9.
The Partitioning of the Reference Plane
The intersection of the ZF decision regions with the reference plane 9 ' induces a partitioning of 9 ' . We will now show that for a "line- (7). To calculate the partitioning of 9, we must thus calculate the intersection of 9 with all boundary hyperplanes. The intersection of 9 with the (m_p)th boundary hyperplane yields a straight boundary line L"(m,p) C 9 that can be calculated by equating (7) and (6), i.e., yref,, = h(P).
This gives VMT,, k + y, , , , = khu(P) +u(P) or, equivalently. 
THE LINE-SEARCH DETECTOR
The proposed LSD minimizes the ML distance Ilr-Hdll over the reduced search set @. Note that we d o not minimize ~~P~, ( d -y , , )~~, because actual channels will not conform_to the IBCM. The IBCM is only used to motivate the definition of 23.
Efficient Determination of 0
According to the previous section, the reduced search set 8 can be determined by finding an arbitrary point k of each cell V C 9. This can be done efficiently by searching the reference plane along each boundary line. To search along the (m,p)th bounday line d m , P ) , we first calculate the intersection points k~~P:'"'*P') of d m , p ) with all d " s P ' ) , (m',p') # (m.p) that are not parallel to B("'J') [7] . We then proceed as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Based on the first intersection point k /~" ' 1~Q~) , the fits1 cell point k,,, and the associated first data vector d(') = Q{kstmvM, +yzp} t @ are calculated. All re- in a straightforward manner.
Algorithm Summary and Computational Complexity
We will now summarize the LSD and discuss how the LSD's complexity depends on the parameters Ief and MT that determine the transmission rate. We assume MT = M, for simpllctty.
'For simplicity, we assume &at the intersection poinLs of any two hound- 
SIMULATION RESULTS
In our simulations, we used 4-QAM modulation and MIMO channels with iid Gaussian entries of unit variance. The dominant eigenvector vMT was computed by means of the power method [6] with 4 iterations. For NC detection we used optimal layer ordering accordingto[1.9]. SER PERFORMANCE. Fig. 3 shows the symbol-elror rate (SER) versus the SNR for the LSD and standard detectors'. We considered a (4:4) channel and a (6_6) channel. It is seen that the LSD performs substantially better than the standard suboptimal detectors and achieves higher diversity orders. Specifically, the LSD perfoms as well as ML detection for the (4,4) channel (the corresponding SER curves in Fig. 3(a) are nearly indistinguishable), and close to ML detection for the ( 6 ) 6 ) channel. This shows that our strategy for constructing the reduced search set COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY. To convey a rough picture of the computational complexity of the LSD, estimates (determined by using MATLAB V5.3) for the LSD and for the sphere-decoding algorithm for ML detection [4] (abbreviated SDML). We used three different channels ((4,4), (6,6) , and (8,s)) andCQAM modulation. Table l(a) shows the complexity of the operations performed once for an entire data block during which the channel is constant (e.g., calculation of (HHH)-IHH and vMT j. Table I (bj shows the complexity of the opeLations performed once for each data vector (e.g., determination of 9 and v,?). The computational complexity of SDML strongly depends on the actual channel realization and the SNR. Therefore, in addition to the average complexity of SDML, Table I (b) shows the maximum complexity obtained during 10000 simulation runs at an SNR of IOdB. (Note that the complexity of the LSD is independent of the channel realization and the SNR.) From Table I , it can be seen that the overall complexity of the LSD is smaller than the average complexity of SDML and only a fraction of the maximum complexity of SDML.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have developed the line-search derecror (LSD) for spatial multiplexing MIMO systems. The LSD minimizes the ML distance criterion over a reduced data vector set that is constructed by a I-D nearest neighbor search along the least significant right singular vector of the channel matrix. This was motivated by an idealized model of "bad' channel realizations and by a desire to achieve robustness to bad channels. We also proposed efficient algorithms for calculating the reduced data vector set and the associated ML distances. Simulation results demonstrated that the LSD can yield near-ML performance and significantly increased diversity gains at a computational complexity that is much smaller than that of the sphere-decoding algorithm for ML detection.
